
Person: Pick up a big red block.
Computer: OK.
Person: Grasp the pyramid.
Computer: I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHICH PYRAMID YOU MEAN.
Person (changing their mind): Find a block which is taller than the one you are holding and put it into the box.
Computer: BY "IT", I ASSUME YOU MEAN THE BLOCK WHICH IS TALLER THAN THE ONE I AM HOLDING.
Computer: OK.
Person: What does the box contain?
Computer: THE BLUE PYRAMID AND THE BLUE BLOCK.
Person: What is the pyramid supported by?
Computer: THE BOX.
Person: How many blocks are not in the box?
Computer: FOUR OF THEM.
Person: Is at least one of them narrower than the one which i told you to pick up?
Computer: YES, THE RED CUBE.
Person: Is it supported?
Computer: YES, BY THE TABLE.
Person: Can the table pick up blocks?
Computer: NO.
Person: Can a pyramid be supported by a block?
Computer: YES.
Person: Can a pyramid support a pyramid?
Computer: I DON'T KNOW.
Person: Stack up two pyramids.
Computer: I CAN'T.
Person: Will you please stack up both of the red blocks and either a green cube or a pyramid?
Computer: OK.
Person: Which cube is sitting on the table?
Computer: THE LARGE GREEN ONE WHICH SUPPORTS THE RED PYRAMID.
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to time… and from these observations you try to figure out 
what the rules of the game are.”

“… a fun analogy in trying 
to get some idea of what 
we’re doing in trying to 
understand nature, is to 
imagine that the gods are 
playing some great game 
like chess… and you don’t  
know the rules of the game, 
but you’re allowed to look at 
the board, at least from time 
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Winograd schemas:

The trophy would not fit in 
the brown suitcase because it 
was too big (small).

What was too big (small)?

The town councilors refused to give the 
demonstrators a permit because they 
feared (advocated) violence.

Who feared (advocated) violence?





seq2seq:  Encoder + Decoder

“meaning”
vector

you  asked  us  to  call  you  back  after  last  Friday

Wir hoffen jedoch, dass sie bei Ihrer Reiseplanung weiterhilft
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Need “context” vectors





Source: https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt
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“The Transformer” are a Japanese [[hardcore punk]] band.
==Early years== 
The band was formed in 1968, during the height of Japanese music history. 
Among the legendary [[Japanese people|Japanese]] composers of [Japanese 
lyrics], they prominently exemplified Motohiro Oda's especially tasty lyrics and 
psychedelic intention. Michio was a longtime member of the every Sunday night 
band PSM. His alluring was of such importance as being the man who ignored 
the already successful image and that he municipal makeup whose parents 
were&nbsp;– the band was called 
Jenei.<ref>http://www.separatist.org/se_frontend/post-punk-musician-the-
kidney.html</ref> From a young age the band was very close, thus opting to 
pioneer what …

:
=== 1981-2010: The band to break away ===
On 1 January 1981 bassist Michio Kono, and the members of the original line-
up emerged. Niji Fukune and his [[Head poet|Head]] band (now guitarist) 
Kazuya Kouda left the band in the hands of the band at the May 28, 1981, 
benefit season of [[Led Zeppelin]]'s Marmarin building. In June 1987, Kono 
joined the band as a full-time drummer, playing a … 





Reformer performance on UNKNOT as function 
of braid length. Performance increases with N.





integer = product of two primes

:

?





cf. connected 
components of 
a graph:
- Not finite
- Not explicitly 

presented





Fraction of unknots whose braid words could be 
reduced to the empty braid word as a function of 
initial braid word length.





Average number of actions necessary to reduce 
the input braid word to the empty braid word as 
a function of initial braid word length.





an exotic 4-ball has no smooth radius function 
with 3-sphere levels



Performance comparison between reformer and 
feedforward network (FFNN).



Performance dependence on the number of locality
sensitive hashes (LSH).








